FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
DyneGroup Names General Wesley K. Clark to Board of Advisors
Little Rock, AR, USA - January 23, 2012 - DyneGroup, Inc., a Dallas-based alternative
energy products and services company, is honored to announce the appointment of
General Wesley Clark to its Board of Advisors. During his 38 years of service with the
United States Army, Clark rose to the rank of four-star general and served as NATO’s
Supreme Allied Commander, Europe. Since retiring from the military in 2000, he has
taken on the roles of investment banker, cable network television military analyst,
author, and alternative energy champion. Clark has chaired several public and private
companies, and is a progressive leader in pursuing energy solutions.
When addressing renewable and alternative energy forums as a keynote speaker,
General Clark’s comments often focus on the national security implications of the United
States’ foreign oil dependence and the U.S. Agriculture industry role in providing
alternative energy sources. In early 2011, he drew a record crowd in the “Be Ready
Discussion Series” at Ag Connect Expo. “In the agricultural business, you are the most
productive sector of America. Youʼre the sector that made America great,” he declared.
“Now weʼve got to take that productivity out of agriculture and move it to the next level.
And that is to produce a liquid fuel that will free us from dependence on imported oil in
the near term.” These educational discussions brought together leading experts from
both inside and outside the agriculture industry with a variety of unique perspectives on
key issues likely to impact future production.
“We are very pleased that General Clark has joined our team. He will be a key advisor
to our group,” said John Bickel, DyneGroup CEO. “His understanding of strategic
vulnerabilities related to foreign oil dependence and his belief that new, alternative
engines and fuels will power the future is in line with our business plans and the
technologies that we are actively taking into the alternative energy marketplace.”
DyneGroup was formed in 2009 to provide leadership to take new alternative energy
technologies from laboratory to market. Its current brand portfolio includes the
development of processes that will produce cost-effective anhydrous ammonia through
a revolutionary green technology, the production of internal combustion engines that will
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operate on alternative fuels, and the provision of cost-effective, localized integrated
solutions via private electrical power systems and micro-grids.

About Wesley Clark
Wesley K. Clark is a businessman, educator, writer and commentator.
General Clark serves as Chairman and CEO of Wesley K. Clark & Associates, a
strategic consulting firm; Chairman of investment bank Rodman & Renshaw; CoChairman of Growth Energy; senior fellow at UCLA's Burkle Center for International
Relations; Chairman of Clean Terra, Inc.; Director of International Crisis Group;
Chairman of City Year Little Rock; as well as numerous corporate boards. General Clark
has authored three books and serves as a member of the Clinton Global Initiative's
Energy & Climate Change Advisory Board, and ACORE's Advisory Board.
Clark retired a four star general after 38 years in the United States Army. He graduated
first in his class at West Point and completed degrees in Philosophy, Politics and
Economics at Oxford University (B.A. and M.A.) as a Rhodes Scholar. While serving in
Vietnam, he commanded an infantry company in combat, where he was severely
wounded and evacuated home on a stretcher. He later commanded at the battalion,
brigade and division level, and served in a number of significant staff positions,
including service as the Director Strategic Plans and Policy (J-5). In his last assignment
as Supreme Allied Commander Europe he led NATO forces to victory in Operation Allied
Force, saving 1.5 million Albanians from ethnic cleansing.
His awards include the Presidential Medal of Freedom, Defense Distinguished Service
Medal (five awards), Silver star, bronze star, purple heart, honorary knighthoods from
the British and Dutch governments, and numerous other awards from other
governments, including award of Commander of the Legion of Honor (France).
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About DyneGroup
DyneGroup provides alternative energy solutions by developing pragmatic steps and
combined services to address and resolve issues in world-wide food, fuel and electricity
vulnerabilities. The founders of DyneGroup believe that this effort could potentially
represent cornerstone opportunities, embedded within a more comprehensive economic
growth strategy, based on green energy technology and micro-grid development. The
ultimate goal is to provide localized control over commodities (fuel, fertilizer, and
electricity) vital to national and international livelihood and sustainability.
DyneGroup provides the integration of multiple technologies that advance innovation
across the alternative energy spectrum. The DyneGroup portfolio of new technologies
works closely with the additional resources, knowledge base and talents provided by
key professional associates. This collaboration allows DyneGroup brands to deliver the
right distributed solutions - customized for each specific end-use, while having
significant impact on local economic development efforts - with the ultimate goal of
making alternative energy a viable reality in the world marketplace.
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